
 

Avionics Electrical Design Intern 

How to Apply: Send your resume to careers@reactiondynamics.space and indicate the position you are applying for. 

About the Company: 

Reaction Dynamics is a rocket manufacturer founded in 2017 to develop a breakthrough launch technology based on 

hybrid propulsion. This technology allows us to build highly reliable and eco-friendly launch vehicles at a fraction of the 

cost of traditional vehicles. We design all of our hardware in-house, and focus on project ownership and iteration speed. 

Our first suborbital demonstration flights will commence this year and we aim to begin orbital flights in 2024. 

About the Role: 

We are aiming to launch our first rocket before the end of this year, and your work will contribute directly to this. You 

will be assisting with the design of electrical systems for our ground support infrastructure and launch pad, as well as 

avionics that fly on the rocket itself. You will also be responsible for supporting electrical systems during the launch 

campaign, making modifications and repairs as needed.  

Past projects interns have worked on include 

- Design of a power distribution unit for data acquisition 

- Design of an industrial control panel for engine testing 

- Design of a signal conditioner for temperature sensors 

- Design of an avionics module for evaluating structural loads on the vehicle 

- Design of a flight camera to record video from the rocket 

Responsibilities: 

- Design, build, and test flight-ready PCBs for avionics systems 

- Modify and maintain existing electrical hardware for the vehicles launch pad 

- Participate in engine tests and the launch campaign, supporting electrical systems 

- Design, build, and test wire harnesses for engine testing 

- Design and execute tests for component validation 

- Prepare documentation and reports on completed work 

Skills and Qualifications: 

- Experience with PCB Design 

- Strong understanding of EE fundamentals 

- At least 1 year of experience on a student design team 

- Familiarity with lab equipment including oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, multimeters, etc 

- Familiarity with soldering equipment and techniques including reflow ovens 

- Knowledge of rocket fundamentals a plus 

- Able to work in a fast-paced, challenging environment 

Language: 

- English (Required) 

- French (Preferred) 
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